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Abstract: In this paper we explore tool support for categorical coding of verbal and chat 
data. We consider tool support for manual coding, automatic coding by learning 
algorithms, and derive at a socio-technical approach in which human coders and learning 
algorithms together address the coding task. Given that a literature study suggests 
researchers devise, adapt and refine a wide variety of coding schemes, a categorization 
support system should handle and accommodate user defined coding schemes. Based on 
these ideas a prototype of the ChatIC tool was developed and evaluated with three coding 
schemes. For two coding schemes a sufficient inter-rater agreement between a human 
coder and the learning algorithms was reached.  

 
Introduction 
 This paper explores the opportunities of tool support for categorical coding of verbal data and 
messages obtained from collaborative chats.  Our main motivation is of a practical nature.  More and more 
interaction protocols obtained from computer mediated communication (CMC) become available, from 
various (on-line) sources and on various domains.  Behavioral scientists who want to study this data often 
devise and apply their own coding schemes, and given the lack of special purpose coding tools they are 
often faced with the time-consuming task of manual coding with general tools like Excel.   
 
 Recently, several papers have made the learning research community aware of the possibility of 
applying text analysis technology to semi-automatically code verbal data (e.g. Dönmez et al., 2005).  These 
papers study the coding problem from a language technology perspective, mainly focusing on the machine 
learning algorithms used.  We propose a slightly broader view by considering that going from manual 
coding to the application of fully automated coding technology is perhaps to big a step to take in one go.  
The principal point is that a behavioral scientist will generally define a coding system that is deemed 
suitable for the data and study at hand, and it is not at all clear that the categorical distinctions made in an 
arbitrary coding scheme can be picked up by existing language technology. The approach used by 
automatic coding tools is to first manually code part of the data (this is called the training phase) and then 
to determine the inter-rater reliability between the human and the algorithm (the test phase).  The training 
stage is necessary as all algorithms learn from a set of coded data.  For automatic coding to be feasible it is 
suggested to develop techniques that predict when the training set is large enough and it can be determined 
statistically that the remainder of the data can be coded automatically (Forsyth et al., 2007).   
 
 In the subsequent sections we look at categorization in practice, review existing tool support for 
categorization and finally describe ChatIC our socio-technical tool for categorization support. 
 
Categorization in Practice 
  Analysis of interaction protocols is one of the main methods researchers use to gain understanding 
of the processes that contribute to meaningful and effective collaborative learning (Naidu & Jarvela, 2006). 
The analysis of chat data often starts with the choice for, or development of a coding scheme (Strijbos & 
Stahl, 2007). Next to the choice of analysis scheme, the segmentation of the discourse is an important 
aspect of the categorization process. Segmentation refers to the process that divides the text into units. 
Coding schemes frequently use utterances as their unit of analysis, which can be defined as individual 
message units, that can be distinguished from other units by a pause, comma, or stop (van Boxtel, van der 
Linden, & Kanselaar, 2000). One can argue that in chat communication utterances are partly defined by the 
learners themselves. However, learners’ chat messages might contain inadequate punctuation, or even 
distinct messages within one chat line. Categorization on the utterance level is not sufficient to capture 
learners’ knowledge construction-process or cognitive processing (van Boxtel, van der Linden, & 



Kanselaar, 2000; Weinberger & Fischer, 2006). In order to capture these processes a coarser grained unit of 
analysis is needed.  

 
Collaborative learning is a multi-faceted activity, learners engage in communicative activities as 

well as domain and task-related activities, and also have to regulate and monitor their progress. Differences 
in the learning context and the questions guiding the research resulted in the development of a wide variety 
of coding schemes (De Wever, Schellens, Valcke, & Van Keer, 2006). Coding schemes may focus on one 
aspect or the collaborative learning process, combine different aspects of the collaborative process in one 
coding scheme, or distinguish between different dimensions that each focus on a specific aspect of the 
collaborative learning process (Strijbos & Stahl, 2007). Jonassen and Kwon (2001) compared the problem 
solving behavior of learners working in a face-to-face setting with the problem solving behavior of learners 
communicating through a CMC tool. They used a coding scheme based on the functional category system, 
developed by Poole and Holmes (2005) to study interaction in problem solving contexts and distinguish 
categories that are related to phases in the problem solving process. A similar learning process oriented 
approach was followed by Saab et al. (2005) who developed a coding scheme that included a number of 
categories that were based on inquiry learning processes. The math moves dimension in the analytical 
framework developed by Strijbos and Stahl (2007) is an example of a domain specific dimension, which 
distinguishes mathematical procedures like counting, using geometric expressions, and using algebraic 
functions. Krystyniak and Heikkinen (2007) developed a coding scheme for the analysis of verbal 
interactions of learners’ completing an inquiry assignment in a chemistry laboratory. Their coding scheme 
distinguishes domain and task specific categories like the use of chemistry concepts and laboratory 
equipment. 

 
 The widely used, and often adapted, coding scheme for the classification of interaction developed 
by Bales (1970) is an example of a coding scheme focussing on communicative functions. The main 
categories include positive and mixed actions, attempted answers, questions and negative and mixed 
actions. Each main category consists of a number of sub-categories. Kumpulainen and Mutanen (1999) 
included a coding scheme for language functions in their analytical framework. The language functions 
dimension defined by Kumpulainen and Mutanen includes categories like reasoning and evaluation that are 
not available in the analytical framework of Bales. Arvaja (2007) further adjusted the coding scheme of 
Kumpulainen and Mutanen and included a code for exemplification. The coding scheme as adjusted by 
Arvaja is specifically suited to study communicative activities in a knowledge construction context. 
Recently, more and more coding schemes use a multi-dimensional approach (Saab, Van Joolingen, & Van 
Hout-Wolters, 2005; Weinberger & Fischer, 2006) that incorporate communicative functions as well as 
more cognitive, task or domain related categories. 
 

This overview of coding practices shows that within the behavioural sciences a variety of coding 
schemes for interaction are used. Researchers adjust each others coding schemes, based on their own 
research questions, and combine schemes or dimensions from different coding schemes in their analytical 
framework (Strijbos & Stahl, 2007).  
 
Categorization Support 
 Based on the problems identified in the introduction we argue that a categorization support system 
has to address at least the following: handle a wide range of data, support coding schemes defined by a 
researcher, and make the user aware of the opportunity of automatic coding when the combination of data 
and coding scheme allows this. 
 
 In an environment dedicated to categorical coding the user should expect functions like a simple 
interactive coding interface, browsing previous codes, and basic statistical information, as well as more 
advanced functions for example a query like “show me messages containing this term or syntactic pattern” 
and the ability to code all matching messages using a single directive.  Parallel to active support for manual 
coding an automated component can learn from the codes assigned through the interactive interface.  It can 
suggest a category for the next message, and provide indicators, for example, the kappa between itself and 
the coder.  Such an environment is typical of what is commonly referred to as a socio-technical tool: user 
and system together solve the task of categorical coding. 
 



 The environment sketched above deviates from machine learning approaches in a fundamental 
way as it removes the distinction between the separated stages of training and testing.  The user is 
continuously and unobtrusively informed about what the system learns.  In order to determine whether the 
environment is realistic we scanned the literature for papers on tool support for categorical coding with the 
objective of finding ideas and techniques that could be usefully integrated. 
 
 MEPA (Erkens, 2002), developed at Utrecht University, is a tool for the analysis of sequences 
after categorical coding has been applied.  MEPA does not address the coding problem in general, although 
it provides some automatic support for a particular coding scheme and semi-automatic support for 
segmentation through a large set of handcrafted rules (Erkens et al., 2005).   We consider segmentation a 
pre-processing step and MEPA might play a role there. Segmentation, despite its importance, is not further 
discussed in the remainder of this paper.   
 
 The goal of text categorization is to classify a document and assign it a theme or topic (Manning 
& Schütze, 1999).  Superficially, text categorization or document classification, and categorization of chats 
appear similar tasks: given a document assign it a label or code.  Automatic text categorization is 
successfully applied to self-contained documents, for example newspaper articles, web pages and weblog 
posts, with a high degree of accuracy.  Self-contained documents can be described as being on a particular 
topic, often evidenced by the nouns they contain, and because of the length (several hundred words or 
more) machine learning algorithms have sufficient information to learn to classify correctly.  This contrasts 
with messages from chats or verbal data.  These messages are short (often just a few words) and topic 
classification is less relevant.  Text categorization algorithms view a document as a set of features and 
classification is performed on the features rather than the original text.  The most common features are 
word or character n-grams (a sequence of n consecutive words or characters), and patterns involving 
information about the syntactic structure (e.g. a personal pronoun followed by a verb).  Based on the 
features, a statistical or machine learning method (e.g. Naive Bayes, Markov models) is applied to derive 
the probability that a certain document (reduced to a set of features) belongs to one of the possible 
categorizations.  Algorithms derive the relevance of the features from a manually coded training set.  This 
general framework, including the underlying algorithms, has also been implemented for the categorization 
of verbal data (CodeLearner; Forsyth et al., 2007, Ainsworth et al., 2007), educational chat messages 
(Anjewierden, Kollöffel & Hulshof, 2007) and content-rich sentences (TagHelper; Dönmez et al., 2005). 
 
 TagHelper (Rosé, 2007), developed at Carnegie Mellon, is the most visible tool for semi-
automatic coding support.  The website provides download, extensive documentation and an on-line 
course.  As input, TagHelper takes a training set in Excel.  The tool implements a large number of 
algorithms for text categorization and has flexible mechanisms to select which features to use, e.g. words, 
bigrams, and part-of-speech (POS) bigrams. We conducted a number of experiments using TagHelper with 
our coded data.  On one of our test sets, and experimenting with algorithms and settings, TagHelper 
obtained a reasonable kappa of 0.58 on Dutch chats (TagHelper only supports English and German).  
TagHelper reports kappa, and for each feature, the probability it belongs to any given category.  Both the 
kappa and the feature probability are useful in the context of our environment.  TagHelper is founded on 
traditional machine learning practices, including extensive cross validation. Running it can take extremely 
long. An important aspect we learned from the experiments with TagHelper is that the environment should 
prefer learning algorithms that can be computed incrementally to obtain interactive performance. 
 
 CodeLearner is a tool under development at the University of Nottingham.  The objectives and 
approach are very similar to TagHelper.  In Forsyth et al. (2007) a technique is developed “that 
[CodeLearner] be able to predict from a relatively small training set what its accuracy is likely to be on a 
much larger testing set.”  Given that CodeLearner is also an off-line tool, and uses time consuming cross 
validation for the prediction of future coding accuracy, an interactive environment can only incorporate the 
idea of predicting future accuracy and not the implementation. 
 
ChatIC 

In this section we describe our implementation of a dedicated socio-technical categorical coding 
environment called ChatIC.  Figure 1 provides an overview of the user interface.  The UI is modeled 



around the idea of a cockpit or Intensive Care (IC) unit.  On the left is a window with the messages, with 
small indicators in front of each individual message.  On the right are two windows with aggregation 
indicators that provide an overview of the overall state of the coding process.  Coding itself is very simple.  
The next message to be coded is highlighted (middle of the left window) and the user types a single 
character.  After entering the code, all indicators visible on the screen are updated, and the next uncoded 
message is highlighted. 
 
 ChatIC takes two inputs: a specification of the coding scheme and the messages to be coded.  The 
latter is a file (Excel or XML) with information about the sender and the text of the message, optionally a 
time-stamp, recipient and channel over which the message was conveyed.  Output is a file with the coded 
messages that can be read by, for example, TagHelper.  The coding scheme is also specified in either Excel 
or XML and lists the possible categories (or classes), the keystroke and a mnemonic for each category.  In 
Figure 1, the lower right window shows the coding scheme, in this case derived from (Bales, 1970), and the 
special keyboard short cuts. 

 
Figure 1. Overview of the ChatIC interface. 

 
 For each chat there are five columns (left window of Figure 1).  The first column is a colored (gray 
to blue) icon that indicates the state.  The possible states are coded (a checkmark icon), uncoded (bullet), 
message with same features as seen before (plus), ambiguous (squiggle) and ignore (cross).  The color 
scheme for the icon is a statistic about how certain the tool is that the coding is correct, the statistic is 
translated to a color ranging from gray (low confidence) to bright blue (high confidence).  The second 
column is an alert indicator.  If ChatIC would have assigned the same code the alert indicator is empty, if it 
disagrees the indicator is red.  There are two examples of the alert indicator in Figure 1.  The third column 
shows the assigned code.  For coded messages this is the code assigned by the user, for uncoded chats this 
is the suggested code by the underlying algorithm.  The fourth column displays the sender and the last 
column the text of the message.  
 
Turbo Coding 
 Taking advantage of the functionality of the underlying infrastructure, a text analysis toolkit 
(Anjewierden et al., 2008), there are a number of “turbo” coding functions.  One is based on entering a 
message and then listing all messages in the data set that contain the same features.  For example, entering 
“temperature increases” shows all messages that contain the features “temperature” and “increase”.  The 



Figure 2. Kappa table for the  
second coding scheme. 

user can then code all resulting messages with a single action.  Another turbo coding function is the 
application of a pattern search mechanism based on the natural language syntax of the messages.  The POS-
pattern “<pp> <vb>” finds all messages that contain a personal pronoun (pp) immediately followed by a 
verb (vb), e.g. “I think the answer is 4”.  These functions can speed up coding significantly if the user is 
able to relate her coding scheme to such natural language patterns.  
 
Experience with Coding Schemes 
 We evaluated the relation between the coding scheme and the accuracy of automatic coding.  For 
this evaluation we selected three coding schemes.  The first coding scheme we selected is derived from the 
communicative functions of Bales. It was selected because coding schemes based on communicative 
functions are commonly used.  Figure 1 shows both the coding scheme and the resulting kappa table, 
achieving a more than reasonable κ=0.80 using single words as features. 
 

The second coding scheme makes a distinction between messages about the domain (“when the 
blinds are down the temperature decreases”), regulatory (“shall we try the next exercise”), technical (“could 
you move the window, I cannot read it”), and off-task or social messages (“well done partner”).  Our 
experience is that humans mainly look at the terms to correctly apply this coding scheme. Learning 
algorithms should pick up the terms related to one of the four categories relatively easily.   
 
 The third coding scheme refines the domain-oriented messages into two categories: observations 
and interpretations.  An observation is when the learner sees something in the learning environment and 
says:  “the temperature increases”.  An interpretation occurs when the learner draws a conclusion or 
presents a hypothesis: “when the blinds are down the temperature decreases”.  This coding scheme should 
present a challenge for algorithms, because many of the terms (e.g. temperature) are as likely to occur in an 
observation as in an interpretation.  In general, humans use the syntactic structure to make the distinction, 
for example “if ... then” is a strong pattern for an interpretation. 
 

The messages for the second and third coding schemes were obtained by transcribing face-to-face 
interaction between 16 groups of three learners trying to solve a learning task.  A student, who had 
experience with coding similar protocols using Excel, coded all 22,536 messages manually with the first 

version of ChatIC.  She reported that the user interface is far superior 
compared to Excel, and spontaneously stated that after a while the 
tool predicted how to code the next message.    Figure 2 shows the 
inter-rater agreement as a kappa table between the human coder 
(rows) and a Naive Bayes classifier with single words as features 
(columns). 

 
 

The messages classified as domain were thereafter manually coded following the idea of a multi-
dimensional coding scheme as observation, interpretation and other domain.  Figure 3a shows the kappa 
table when we take the binary classification observation vs. non-observation using the same algorithm as 
above.  Although κ=0.42 might be reasonable in some contexts the large number of false positives (482) 
compared to the number of true positives (266) indicates the algorithm does not pick up the distinction 
between observations and other domain-oriented messages.  The results for interpretations are similar 
(κ=0.27). 
 

Figure 3. a) Kappa table for observations versus other domain messages, b) Kappa table for 
interpretation versus other domain messages, using collocations



 In order to test our hypothesis that interpretations can be recognized using syntactic patterns (if ... 
then ...) we implemented a feature extractor which defines a feature for each occurrence of [A, B] when 
word A occurs before word B in a message.  The most frequent of these word collocations were selected.  
Figure 3b displays the kappa table and in this case, interestingly, the algorithm misses only 30 of the 542 
interpretations found by the user, although it also incorrectly classifies a large number of messages as 
interpretations.  The overall conclusion is that this coding scheme is too subtle for machine learning 
algorithms to classify correctly. 
 
Advanced Indicators 
 The development of ChatIC as an interactive socio-technical tool provided two major challenges: 
defining useful indicators and developing algorithms to compute them in real-time.   One of the most used 
indicators for behavioral researchers is Cohen's kappa and the underlying algorithms have been 
programmed such that they can compute kappa for Naive Bayes (unigram, bigram, POS-bigrams, and 
collocations) in about 0.2 seconds for our largest test set (22,500 messages).   
 
 Cross validation and extensive test/train splits are not possible in real-time and likewise are the 
techniques proposed by CodeLearner to predict future accuracy.  ChatIC is interactive and the position on 
the screen the user is watching most is the next message to be coded.  Given that ChatIC predicts the 
category of the next message a graph with the moving average of the accuracy of this prediction is a useful 
indicator of future automatic coding accuracy.  We have designated this the peek-one indicator, an example 
of the resulting graph is shown in Figure 4 (this indicator replaces the kappa table when the user selects the 
Peek-one tab in the top right window of Figure 1). 

 
Figure 4. Peek-one statistic for the first coding scheme. 

 
 The peek-one indicator displays the accuracy on the y-axis (0...1).  The solid horizontal line is the 
estimate, which is derived from the kappa table using Pearson's chi-square.  On the far right of Figure 4 the 
peek-one indicator is about 0.7 which suggests that ChatIC correctly predicts 7 out of 10 codings.  
Although peek-one is not as rigorous as the approach of CodeLearner the idea of a leveling off of 
automated coding accuracy is still helpful.  In this particular case, the indicator reveals an insight in the 
underlying data.  The vertical lines in the figure demarcate the start and the end of protocols.  Reading from 
left to right, the peek-one indicator goes up slowly to approximately 0.55 and once the second protocol is 
taken into account drops to about 0.40.  After a while it goes up again, reaching its maximum peek-one 
accuracy of about 0.75.  The explanation, provided by the coder, is that the first protocol is derived from 
management discussions about a certain task, while the second and third protocol are from field workers on 
the same task.  Apparently, managers and field workers use different terminology, and it takes the learning 
algorithm a little while to adapt.  The significance in the context of ChatIC as a socio-technical tool is that a 
researcher gets enough information to detect and, possibly, explain the behavior of the tool in relation to the 
data.  
 

The peek-one statistic for the second coding scheme is shown in Figure 5. It illustrates that the 
algorithm quickly reaches an accuracy of between 0.8 and 0.9 and does not improve with more messages 
being coded.  The combination of a high enough kappa and a stable peek-one can be a reason for the 
researcher to stop coding and perhaps decide to automatically code the remainder of the messages. 



 
 

Figure 5. Peek-one graph for the second coding scheme. 
 
Trust and Interactive Feature Feedback 
 An important aspect of a socio-technical tool is trust: the user should feel confident about how the 
system behaves.  In ChatIC this is translated at the macro-level through the kappa and peek-one indicators.  
The user can see how these indicators change over time and whether the performance improves.  In 
addition, the kappa table is clickable.  If the user selects a cell, for example the cell with manual=domain 
and algorithm=regulative, ChatIC lists all corresponding messages.  At the micro-level trust is supported by 
predicting the category for uncoded messages and through the alert indicators for discrepancies. 
 

 
 
 
  

Figure 6. Intra-message feature highlighting. 
 
 We are experimenting with a very detailed indicator of the relation between the features and 
coding.  Figure 6 gives an example.  All words in the message are highlighted as either bold, normal or 
gray.  If a word is displayed as bold, the conditional probability of the word belonging to the assigned 
category is higher than the prior probability for the same category, and there is no other category for which 
this holds.  If there are multiple categories for which the condition holds the word is in the normal typeface 
and if the condition does not hold it is gray.  The idea is to emphasize the words that cause the algorithm to 
assign the code.  The first line in Figure 6, “because of sunlight it does not become warmer”, for example, 
suggests a semantic relation between the terms sunlight and warmer if we ignore the function words.  We 
hope that techniques like this can be used to identify semantic patterns which go beyond n-gram statistics. 
 
Conclusions 
  In this paper we have explored software tool support for categorical coding.  Currently, tool 
support is minimal.  TagHelper is about the only tool that is readily available and provides a useful, albeit 
time consuming, service to behavorial scientists.  We developed the concept of viewing categorical coding 
as a socio-technical system in which the human researcher and learning algorithms together address the 
task of categorical coding.  After developing this concept we implemented a first prototype of the idea as a 
tool called ChatIC, and evaluated it on coding schemes in common use by behavioral scientists.  For some 
coding schemes, the inter-rater agreement between the human coder and learning algorithms was sufficient 
to consider the application of automatic coding, for another coding scheme the algorithm performed  
poorly.  An important aspect of ChatIC is the notion of single message and aggregated indicators.  We 
illustrated the code next message, feature highlight, the kappa table and peek-one indicators.   
 
 It is our feeling that a tool like ChatIC is of potential use to everybody involved in categorical 
coding and an open source version is available through http://edm.gw.utwente.nl.  One possible scenario is 
to use ChatIC for initial coding and TagHelper, or other traditional machine learning tools, for off-line 
cross validation and experimentation with a variety of learning algorithms and settings if (part of) the data 
has to be categorized automatically. 
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